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Over the past fifty years,' education for the public

service has become a major academic/educational activity in

the United States. Throughout this period, scholars and

practitioners alike have wrestled periodically with issues concerning

efficiency, effectiveness, reorganization, span of control and organiza-

tion. Even though these issues have been recognized as being

extremely germane, if not absolutely fundamental to the conduct

of the public's business, the tendency has been to tackle those

issues which most reasonably and readily lend themselves to the.

art of pedagogy while intellectually avoiding those issues-and,

their attending concepts which do not so easily lend themselves

to this approach. While concepts such as those mentioned above

'are'abstract, variable, and often resistant to c_ea'r definition

or easy application; they have traditionally been mote easily

managed by scholars,a4d practitioners than have concepts such

as values, attitudes, and beliefs.

The difficulty concerning concepts such as values, attitudes,

0,and beliefs is not solely one of definition nor is it singularly

related to, the abstract nature of the concepts themselves. Rather, the

diffic9lty.haa been one of how can'we teach (pedagogically) future

public servants values, attitudes; and beliefs would con-

tiibute "positively" to the conduct of the pub business.

Moreovet, the business of attempting to trans.-

..clearly and .With rn'samefacility.that w'

teChnicalskills can be 7ransmitted 11_3

difficult.

ch ideas

:overed that

.-)e very,
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Primarily, the traditional pedagogical approach practiced in

the.classical academic setting does not provide nor readily

lend itself to the type of feedback mechanisms (personal and

affective) necessary to assess the impact of the pedagogical

effort on the individual nOr its impact on the environment

within which he will someday operate.

Thisl<particular effort will raise certain issues con-

cerning, values,Jattitudes, and beliefs relative to their

potential influence within an administrative context. As has

been pointed out,the typiCal pedagogical approach and its

. attending assumptions as,cwell as the setting within which it is

usually practiced does not afford one the maximum opportunity.

to assess, modify, or provide feedback concerning the influence

nor potential influence of values, attitudes, and beliefs

within an administrative context. Instead, the arena chosen
>

for this examination is that of executive development where
1

andragogy rather than pedagogy is the preferred approach to

education for the public service. Andragogy, because it does

rely heavily on the perceived educational needs of the student
4,

(adult) and because it is traditionally practiced in a setting

where,personal and affective feedback is possible and an be

Lsalmade mear)ingful, does afford one the opportunity a teacher

(facilitator) to assess

the influence or poter

and beliefs witLibm.

modify; or provide feedback concerning

influence.of values, at

strative conte-t.



Executive Development

Executive development for the public servant is a relatively,

new concept and activity. It has been only since 1968 that the

federal government began an ongoing and concerted effort in the

area of executive development, operated primarily, for .

ci1
federal executives.

The initial questipn which must be answered is -what is

-execu ive development? 'Secondly, why does executive development'

'afford s a greater opportunity to assess, modify or provide

feedback oncerning values, attitudes, and beliefs? And further-

more)vwhat eaning, if any, does this have for the practice of

public administration?

Executive development as an activity focuses its.attention
2

on those individuals, primarily professionals, whehave risen

successfully to top managerial positions within various organi-
,-

zations. Its major thrust is organizational effectiveness,

rather than indiVidual success. Therefore, ple key intended

outcome is that the individual manager will be able to improve

his managerial and peisonal skills much that be may become

more effective in his efforts to accomiT.sh various organiza-

tional goals and objectives.

In execu ive development, the usual case is that the

individual par icipating in the educational program has already
,

demonstrated his individual skills and talents to the extent:

3

that he is already a successful executive. Here success means
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that the individual has risen.to.the top or. near t top of

is organization usually by dkillfully applying certain
,-

-t>

-qualitative and quantitative skills acquired during his pro-
4

fessional education On the other hand, eff%tivilless relates to the

individual's'ability through hiS skillftl utilization of. others

to successfully attain the organization's goals and objectives'.

The answer to whit' executive development affords us a

greater opportunity7to assess, modify, or provide feedback con-,

cerning. vdlues, attitudes, and beliefs is related to the concept

of andragogy. As Ingalls suggests, andragogy is fundamental

to theconcept of'executive deveIopment:

... The process of education, looked at inits
broadest.sense can be .considered to be'operating
all the timei-during all conscious-human activity.
It does not stop at graduation! Everything we de
involves some.kind of learning. Reflectingon the
past, acting in the present, Planning for the fiture,
all clearly suggest the fundamental process:of
learningpy doing. P9ssibly we dó not look atall
of lite as a 11.earning'experience" or a "learning
situation." Perhaps our Orientation restricts our
,thinking about education as that taking place,ohly
within the narrow confines.of,a formal classroom.
But .whether wLsh. to recognize it or not, the \fact
remains that WE are learning all the time.' Perhaps
What we really. :leed Ls. am educational process that
will help.us t: generL:tE meaning and,knowledge-fre::A
our life. sLtu.-..7-__on L27. 2 wa y. that we can utilize al_
'of our act.:_vs'F._ 'T-otehtia./for learning." In
that way', ave.: 11: :.Likes can be valued as pro-
vidng in±orma-:_. = ng to change and7growth.
Continuous =1 the experience' of:life,
:then, is an :-ocus for-adults in today's

..iyorld. 5

It is, cle a: co: -7 to Ingalls:, that executive deve

ment conductec_ Ifle principles of andragogy doesn-
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simply address managerial issues to the exclusion of the

executive and his life :experiences since they too are central to

the learningiprocess:t in other Wotgds the executive's

managerial .ole cannot possa_bly be'played; to the exclusiori

of who the executiveis;aa an indiVidual.' Where the individual

came from, where fie now finds himSelf, and where he wishes to go

in the future are all important aspects of executive development

using the andragogical approach..

In an addragogical setting, attitudes, values and belief

systems are'the foundations upon which teachers and lear- =_7

build . learning community and as they are surfaced,

ar, feeder s .erratically into the curriculum and tn,_

enr.ircnr :t is throUgh this process that the exec-,;._

c, is opportunity to assess and/or modify thc..

aes, and beliefs relative to his manager__at _tu

co_ e

in a

other roles he may Joe required to pert=

tetal context.

of an andragogical approach to executive

de =ant f'or she practice of public administration may be
0

re,3tionship7between an individual executive's

attitude valuEzx and belies 'and his-performance as a-public

exeoutiv It 3 clear. to thfose primarily engaged in the

istudyof ublio administ-rAtipn as well as those primarily
,,"

engaged its practice tpat attitudes, values, and beliefs

are criti aI'comporienti of what gets translated into public
A



-programs. Ftfrthermore, these same attitudes, values, and::
o

beliefs are extremely infldential in the program execution

and evaluation stages of public policy making.

The diffipulty for, '-public' adminispratio: 11-a:

been a problem of understanding the importance, =c-telLtia:

influence, -or the significance of atti-t..

beliefs in the public policy making pr

has bee: a.problem of hcAv,does one =cc--

the ==,-- individual 'attitudes, arid.
1

en

01#

77 :ms in an educational'environment.

developmeA unlike pre-enprI, grog= Ln

__on focuses its attention on executives are

iii __=h managerial 'problems. Furthermore, are

administrators in that they have genemilLv denten-
.4.

:prated their abilities amx:ernincihrm to util:_ze rrarr- of the qlalitativear.

-itiantitative skills necessary to reasonably performing their

executive roles.

In the pre-entryi, pedagogically oriented,, educational

programs for the public servant, the necessity o= conkentrating

a large portio'h of the curriculum'on cognitively based inform

.tional-transmission type material prohibits more tie and

effort being devoted to the Matter of aptitudes,,va_ues, and
.

beliefs. Furthermore, the managerial experiences of the

students are.often too limited ,for them, td realistically assess

the,impact_of certain personally held attitudes, values, and

beliefs on the policy making process or or their particular

0



executive performances in the future.

7

/7To summarize, one f the lost
\

aspects.of executiv ..--.--ft-_ 7-lent for'o the s.7...ady and prac-.-___ce
.

b .. ,cif public administrates__ ..7..the &sea -.:attitudes , values,

and beliefi aisePsment, and =diadation :r at leas l: ol.itification

vis-a-vis their influer ootential Withir
4

administrAive envirom -t. 1--t is at tom_ -dnoture =27 an

individual. executive an sars -.2o be most disposed

(intellectually and.er--____=ally) to makir sincere effort to,

come to gripswi-th ; the most problems we face

in the field og\puL. admini.smration relationshis

between attitudes, ana beliefs a= -dministrative-
.

programma4c ovtpilts.

/
The preceding discussion'has,focused on the relationship,

and to sonie,extent.the importance of attitudes, valyues, and,.

beliefs for the study and practice of public administration and

-how executivedevelOpment Presents itself'as a means of more
'

1

effectively approaching the assessment, modification, and

clarification of attitudes, fValues and beliefs within an

admpiaistrative contest. Throughout this discussion', attitudes,_

values,. and beliefs have been presented as three cleOrly distindte

cohcepts. Atrthis-poi.nt;°a clearer

differentiation,
between thesex -

.concepts will be developed..



Attitudes, Values, and Beliefs Differentiated
4 \

s,

5

gRokeSch, one of the leading resear4 Psychologist in
r'

.

'',

the fidlCof social psychology who has maiAtaindl a continuing interest i
, .

attitudes, values and beliefs has the following to ,say con-
. AA"

cerning the matter of differentiating between these three

concepts": I

A value is'an enduring belief that a specific mode
of'con&uct or end-state of existence i personally

'st

or socially preferable to an opposite or cdnverse .

mode of condict or end-state of existence. A value
syitqm is an enduring organization'of beliefs con-:
cerning preferable modes of copduct or end-states
of existence along a, continuum of.relativecimpor-
'tance. 6-

,

Continuing the differentiation Rokeach states,
, .

all pf aopeeson's attitudes.can be Fonceiv
aas being value-expressive, and ll of a person's,

values are conceived-to maintain ,#.nd enhance the
master sentiient of self-regard -AL helping a
person adjust to his ,society, defend his ego
against threat, and test reality. 7 .

: A
Following Rokeach closely, he,,further states,

Values like all beliefs, have dbgnitive, affec-
tive, and behavioral components: (1) A value is
a coggition.about theidesirable, equivalent to

4, what Chaiies Morris (1956) 4as called a "con--
--ceived" value and to what Kiuckhohn. (194) has.

called a "conception of the desirable.", vo say
that a person has a value Is to say that cognir /

tively he knows the correct wiy to behave,or 'the-
. correct end-state to strive for. (2) A Value is
affective in the sense that he can feel emotional
about it, be affeeively for or against it, approve
15f thOse who exhibit positive instances and dis-
approve of those who exhibit negative instances'of
j4. (3) A value has a-behavioral coMponent in the.
sense that it it arxintervening variable that lead
to action why activated. 8

K'

O
-1 10

d.

)
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Looking carefully at.Rokeach's scheme for difierehtiating
-

between attitudes, values, and beliefs, it becomes clear that

the two central coecepts are. values and-4eliefs,:. Whereas,

attitudes tend to spring from values, which are enduring beliefs,

the Fritical concept in the entire scheme seems to

be the concept of values. Moreovei, values are,presented as

-. having behavioral components in the sense thit they act
a

as intervening variables which tend to influence &tion,when activated.

e' The issue Of assessing attitudes,:values, and

\ beliefs relative the conduct of the public's businets is

centrally concerned -with behavioral outcomes. urthermore, i
It

4 concerns the relationship betweet behavior and .hose underlying values
.4.. .

1 and valUe syste, which when activated intervene, thus, influenc-

ing the final behavior or set ,of behaviors. It is those
. , ,

i

behaviors, whizdh most directly influence' pUblic poli,cy making 4.

and tile public policy making process. The crux of the

cussion then revolves around the matter of executive develop-
-.

pent, values, and'the public eXecutive.i
0

Values, Executive bevelopment, and .The PuAlicExecutive
, -, .

- .
.

The subject of valucs'as.relted to the practice of, public
.

adminiStrati n is probably less palatable than the.6ubiect
e

Values rdla'ted US the sttdy of public administrati6n...,lhe

reason for this.difference'basically involves the'difference
Y..

The
.

'between action and. observation. The scholar (observor) ds.
,

.

f;

1



expected t
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focus more of his atteontIcirr'on the ought..rather

ent. Whereas in the "real world".th the:is of pgblic ma

more attention is focused on the practical which usually trans-

lates into what will' work most expediently in a-given situation

or at least it becomes a case o what.Simon satiSficing.9.

The/refore, the problem of bridging the gap between the ought and

tl(e is,in term/ of values 'as related to public administration,*

4is'as great as the distance between the seminar room and the
A 4 e .

agency or bureau whiCh constitutes the adminiStrative cptext

within which public policies areoften foimulated, executed,
N

and evaluated.

The public executive has certain problems:conceriling'values

and the performance of his role.which are rather specific, yet.
/- c. 7Somewhat peculiar-unto the public executie. For example, con-

. Ncuts such as ,the rule of law, equality, freedom, iiberty,:iuman

dignity, and justice'are part and parcel of his everyday existence:

However, the situ#tion or situations (contexts) withirl which'

these concepts arise do not always clearly indicate to the
eat

public executive whicA, value .coMe into play prior to his having

to make a decision which may 1 -ter become a program, rule or
.-

regulation. How then, 'in an edu ational sense, can the public _

executive improve his ability to restle with issues and pro-_

blems which carry such value laden implications?

The suggestion here isthat through executive development,,
1

.

utilizing an andragogical rather than a pedagOgical approach,
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the public executive can improve his ability to wrestle with

issues Chid : problems which, are often value laden in nature.

Thgreare- four ckiticalmcoMpenentS in tie process of executive -

development, when andragogically COnducted, which afford the

public executive an opportunity to improve his ability to
.e/

manage,suCh value laden issues and probl.ems. ,they are (1)

self-examination, (2) sel:fexpectations, (3) hypothesis develop- 'IA

and (
10A) hypothesis testing.

,

Self-Examination

The proCess of self-examination Pibviaes the executive

with an opportunity to look'at himself in the roverbial mirror.
s

4e may ask ,Och'questions'as: Who mil? WheretpI,CcoNFrOM77'''

What makes me tick? Moreover, what things are important

(valuable)_ to me and, what values do Ipossess

Certain things?
1$.

Although it is possible to examine one's /self without the
4

assistance of others, individuals rarely have the. opportunity
1

of receiving feedback concerning this examination._ As_with a

mirror, when,we describe ourselves to others'ina structured

way with the understanding that feedback is desired, we receive'

a reflection of who we are as seen by a more objective obsetver

than ourselves. It is through

can begin to discern who he is

regarding a vakiety of issues.

this process that. the. executive

and what his attituips are

Moreover, thtough theprocess
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of articulating' certain attitudes,' it beComes possible to

examine -those underlying 'values Lid some of their roots which

:may give rise to the attitudes havingbeen articulated.

Given that the participants (students) engaged in this

process are executives who funCtion daily within an adminis-

trative context, the more relevant. feedback"can be"provided.

Furthermore, thefeedback will tend to have greater validity-fot

the individual performing the self-examination in, that it is

being pr.miidedrby someorl much like himSe1f who functions in

a similar environment.

An example of how important feedback may be in terms of

surfacing.one s values is thecase of the public executive who

was diametrically opposed to publid welfare programs. His

attitude,was that there are many jobs todaybut people just do

f)

not wish to work. Once this attitude had been articulated along

with pertinent data concerning.the.individual's-babkground, it

b4came clear to him and the other partiCipants that because,

his individuals father 'had been total nable to find work

dur2nq The Great Depression, the security4one should find in

a. job surfaced' as a strongly maintained valu Furthermore;

once it was recognized from whence this attitude came, the

individual was then able to.examine the issue in light of those
11

expectations he had for hiMself.

Self- Expectations

Once the individual becomes clearer as .to who he is,-he

may-then ask: What do I need and/or desire?: This portion of



the Tcess foCuses even more intensely on what the underlying

values tor certain kinds of attitudes and beliefs may be.
. Who am I?i How did I get here? Where do I wish to be? These
questions are linked togetheeat this point in that having a

better concept of who he is and how he arrived there, he may
reasonably begin to establish where it is he wishes to go or
What it is he wishes to become.

Hypothesis Development

Given this is who I am-and whop I wish to become, if I

thusly modify my values based on self-examination and self
expectations, will I be ...? Although this hypothesis suggests
possible changed the'individual could discover at this stage
that in in light of his self-examination 'd his self- expectations,

:he does not ,wish to change or modify h s values. In such a

case, Nialues clarification.may have been sufficient as far as
the individual executive was concerned. on e other hand,

the individual now knowing what,he does about certain of his

values may choose to attempt a change or modification in his
values or in a particular value. He would then proceed to the

,next stage of the process which is hypothesis testing.

Hypothesis Testing

Hypothesis testing may be a, Short c::$'14:?Ag term process
for the individual executive. He may discover quite rapidly
that his modified or changed value, values, orryalu:syStem

tends to influence his behavior a manner that creates too
many negative rea tions within his environment. On the other

.43
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-hand, his experience ma be one of positive reinforcement con-

cerning the modification on change he has effectuated,

Obviously, the acid test for the change or modification in

values experienced by t* individual executive will be the feed-
.

back he receipes in,the ural world' -- his administrative .enViron-

ment. This is not to say that the feedback received'in.the edu

cational''''environment is not valid. It is only to say that the

. educational environment tends only to approximate the:.indiVidual

executive' day-to-day world of work.

The important aspect of the hypcithesis,testing phase is
.

that it affords the individual the opportunity to examinelthose. .

values surfaced in li'ght of the administrative role or'rOles

he playS. Therefore; he has an oppOrtunity.to.change or at a

minimum he has the advantage of values clarification which in

either case provides the individual with an understanding of

the influences his values may have or him, (behaviorally) within

an administrative context.

Conclusions

The thrust ofeducation. for the public service is to pre-

pare individuals for public administration who will represent the
*

best of what we desire-for Our country. We may ,argue about

certain of those things which we either value or do-not value

as individuals, but we rarell? have the opportunity to discuss

individual values and their relationship to-behavior-as mani,

fested in the administrative environment.



Andragogy as a method for assisting public executives to

discover in a meaningful way the relationshi :etween their

. values and their behavior as often expresSe: :ttitlideS

exhibited.within.their 'administrative envir: -Is has been

recommended here as one way of achieving wh have been-

initiated earlier in more pedagogical setti Since the

participants (students) are pradticing'pub/L ...ecutives, the

'\problems or potential problems surfaded concerning the relation-;

ship between their values and,their behavior within an adminis-

trative context are Much more meaningful to them'in,thatit

relates directly to getting the jdb .done. -The choice becomes
,

whether he wishes to become -a more"effective administrator.

'Public administration and public policy making are both

highly value charged enterprises. ,We have long accepted in' the
7field that the fact-value dicho.tomy does not obtain in the, world

of the practicing public administrator. 12 Executive developmen.E

certainly is, not the last word in our efforts as educators to

help practitioners gain 4 firmer fix on the relationship jpetweep,--

values and behavior, but executive development conducted on the
6

basis of the.principles of andragdgy does afford us the oppor-

tunity to provide practicing public executives with an oppor4,

tunity to assess, modify, clarify or change values which are

surfaced, if-they so desire.

Unlike the 'pedagogical approach, andragogy does not place

the educator in the position where the student expects him to

pkovide the answer. .The answer or answers must be sought and'
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derived from the executive's own surfacing of v lues and self-
.

expectations and then the testing of these in ight of experience

or experiences within an administrative context: At this point

it is quite apparent i he" executive that his veil o influence

his behavior ,in his a, strative environmen, has the .

*opportunity to 'exercise more'conscious control over the behavioral

outcomes This in turn affords him the opportunity td improVe

his administiative.effectiveneSs.
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